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Those who believe
they know how to read
are easily intimidated
I mean right now.
But who is speaking here,
such archaic pleasantry
insolent noise making
mere freakish difficulty:
history is those who sit
inside their prepared vocab,
the comfortable ones,
the executioner, especially,
never utters an articulate sound,
quietly gets on with his work.

as I was out walking
our musical voices
split to a single chord
- reference code -
insert seizure
- unavailable -
insert hope & love
a layered pit of stung starlings
as I was out
‘hold me fast & fear me not’
insde the lower city
I would suck their snarling
- paraphrase -
I would rather be the devil
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& then we were letters
thinking cities, even
varied, fierce & gold
but swallowed by events
in rainfall, its tides
& police were talking
in social cheap wine
whose life was ludic
with biting, swallowed
by yuppie reveries,
justice, for example
& simpering passion,
a black & burning pit
half-price in woolworths

“I ain’t faking, no no” -
but put a businessman’s 
girdle round the earth
is a dream deferred
like all protest media
& sected corporate urgency
BANG
its musical voices

- blank -
it is not sexual
their guitar strings
a study in asphyxiation
tightened on the known stars
scrawled out, ‘their’
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the cuckoo is split
- the image, cracked -
so its easy to imagine
our masters do tell us
what we confidentially
inside their saying
what ‘they’, hounds
all thinking forgets
outside, o enchanting
we are sparkling things
this brick, for example
its crimson vitriol
their image window
the philosopher’s stone

as I was out faking
letters \ weirds wrecked it:
my character scoured
words gone, locked inside
the cuckoo has no eyes
or perceptual shriek
wrecked inside poetry
its tidal crust
where sickness came
we were documentaries
resident in a system
- HAIL SHIT -
I can’t say ‘moon’
with my ribbon in my pit
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The Biggest Time 
 
If I said 
this is the condition of all 
truth what would 
that say to you if 
you see what I mean, 
how would that abject 
purpose delay cross the partition 
into your throat identity, 
you who are the 
plastic that you wear by which 
I mean are without 
you, smaller than the world 
 
   I can conceive of 
   when I am 
 
alone with the machine vending for 
more the other way that round and 
spin a crunchy wrapper for 
           the cosmological failure that 
 in the dark I stare tears down 
when you spin if you 
 
   do the word order 
   confirm field out there 
   my let and be it 
   down with some cross of 
   vernal attach sprout 
   cut seal graft, you are 
   immense and interminable in 
   you progress from my 
   home pain that I 
   look like I have that 
   I do now have what is 
   about to arrive 
 
glisten in hope if you will 
allow me to be what you spin 
instead when you spin it, the 
technique to increase life is 
my name and for the 
biggest time that can be remembered I 
have owed you a name for the middle where 
for in fact it is, well: positioned in the 
carton of eternal bedrock that is 
constantly out of time when it sings  
and thanks to you a thing still exists and 
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every other is moving is it not // is it not // 
is it better yi, more is there too, and I promise  
that the woods are scratched out. There will be 
no more fires over your used up 
word for string unresolved, 
unmitigated let another level be me unfarced 
wo me there or w me there in the 
yes you say. You say go on. Without time is 
certain but what it is it is is it is is broken off we 
go on our nerve like you do and we 
keep our regime in the larder. 
 
   You buy me 
   no more lists. 
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Stake Out 

 

Kinch driven around the finger smudge 

raising our heads to break from the lines 

we burnish into the nebulous. You  

face the dial without extension, 

movement defies the restless arch 

of the furrowed serial flake out. 

 

Sliced from the living room 

    floor 

fumbling over trills, she at point break 

spins off into the coppice. Outlook 

grazing at the mute horizontal 

flows through into her agate. 

 

Fly at a pommel in the full  

leather version, a total wipe out, 

we produce sprung heather to our logue. 

Today, I am still screaming in the 

burnt out automat, so shatter me, 

shatter me, in the flinted pencil 

star-chart stretched across my head. 

 

Meting the clutch of the double-bow  

shoe-string, players dwindle down to 

scanty clad self-consumers on the make. 

Eat your own Proserpine or howl while 

bringing up day care centres from the rest, 

our demands are met by cobalt 

laser-work and double-vented dreams. 
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Secretarial decay is sedentary –  

filleted on the fling; sip wrily 

from the brim for cadential overtones. 

These, thrown at you in pigskin go at odds 

with evening strikes along the coastline. 

The average household rife with cadmium,  

wasting away your contact hours with the  

kids. 

 

Sleeping in your skins on the map-plan 

roundabout, give havoc first glance 

Particulars. So to rub salt on  

the giddy shanks is not to redress 

your envelopment in My Little 

Wishbone airfixed to your palate  

but is grasping your hands through 

lime, 

helplessly now more than ever  

watching the nets trawl by. 
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Security Lapses 

 

Kicking off on fault lines, I see the 

shattered porcelain tossed from the  

tight rope through twin peepholes,  

distinguished features rubbed under the collar 

resting fingertips off the catch. 

Nettled and netted make to play 

like a young Olympian 

face running with oil, shiny with it too, 

tweezing attenuated lines from shanty towns, 

grubbing at those radiant traces 

 

 smeared prints in the gelignite 

beneath her muslin blouse find bare  

cupboards to show for it the metric 

system’s way of cheating costs tripled on 

whale blubber.  Wiped from the face try 

default mode reset address archly resonant with 

new names under the spot  

 

here’s looking at you through that 

idle placement, minimized and coiled 

from the neck down ready to flick 

across the ellipse and seek a median 

from elsewhere. 

Impervious solutions. Nail polish 

on vinyl and other ways to deal 

with the weather 

 

a chance scratch at the day’s blue 

brightest things submerged flash 
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semaphores  

from the cortex  

 

Primary responses tapped to the toe 

nip over the burgeoning taglines 

silked acetate reviews blow breezy 

hints of dopamine and warp the news 

net 

 

contemplate the imprint this would 

leave on your insole. How you are more  

than a part of the thousand tiny glass  

ornaments fashioned in your guts, how 

these peak at a stage to dress the plasma 

and fall back on digitalized mechanics 

 

beyond the white curtain wobbles 

where you oscillate to switch on 

electroplated World Food Programs 

cramming fruit into the reformed locus 

zipped up and smiling packaged deals 

configure onto anyhow dextrously 

eliminating that foetal finger grip. 
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‘Genuine polemics approach a book as 
lovingly as a cannibal spices a baby.’ 

- Walter Benjamin


